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Executive summary 

As Victorians head to the polls on November 24th, a key topic on voters’ 

minds is law and order. It’s been found to be potentially the most important 

issue of the election.  

The major contenders — the Coalition and Labor — have made claims and 

counter-claims about their performance on law and order. Yet it hasn’t been 

clear which claims are fair and true, which are exaggerations or even 

whoppers, and what voters haven’t been told. 

To help voters make informed decisions, we conducted a structured 

professional analysis of policing and crime data using robust longitudinal 

data from authoritative sources, underpinned by appropriate statistical 

techniques. We crunched the numbers and tested the parties’ claims. We 

conducted further analyses to offer a more balanced and comprehensive 

perspective. 

Misleading or false statements were apparent on both sides. 

For example, Labor claimed that Victoria Police funding and police 

numbers were cut under the Coalition. While this may have been true for a 

specific brief period of the Coalition’s office, it is false overall. 

Yet misinformation was more prevalent from the Coalition. For example, 

while the Coalition painted a “crisis” in law and order due to a claimed 

10.5% rise in criminal offences under Labor, they didn’t report their own 

performance on the same measure (21.6% using their own method). Using 

valid statistics, we found rises in the overall offences rate of 1.7% under 

Labor and 12.1% under the Coalition. 

Increased rates in specific offences had been promoted as indicators of 

overall performance. These claims were misleading because the selected 

offences while serious — for example aggravated burglary — represent tiny 

proportions of all offences. To create a fair and balanced review, we 

analysed the Coalition and Labor’s performance-in-government (as net 

changes in offence rates) against the top ten offences categories. The top ten 

comprise 90.3% of all offences, so results are generally representative of 

overall performance. 

Labor’s performance was superior in eight. Of the two with superior 

Coalition performance, the net differences in performance were the 

smallest. 

The Coalition’s claim to have introduced more police than Labor was 

calculated on a selective and misleading basis. Rather, comparing like with 
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like, Labor introduced more police (1,935) than the Coalition (1,895), and 

more than the Coalition pledged at the 2014 election (1,100 equivalent). 

The Coalition’s claim to have introduced more PSOs on the train network 

than Labor was technically true but indefensible given its own 2014 election 

pledge. The Coalition promised 50 new PSOs, while Labor delivered 271. 

Despite the Coalition’s election postcard mailed to voters depicting a 

residential burglary, residential burglaries decreased more under Labor 

(down 14.1%) than under the Coalition (down 2.2%). 

The Coalition claim that breaches of bail create a “revolving door” for 

offenders under Labor overlooked the fact that breaches of bail increased 

substantially under the Coalition (up 175.6%) and dropped under Labor 

(down 13.6%). 

Variation in use and possession of hard drugs offences explained 95% of the 

variation in all offences over time, and 99% of all offences under the 

Coalition.a Hard drug use and possession offences increased significantly 

under the Coalition (up 131.2%) and dropped under Labor (down 8.5%). 

The Coalition is better at driving public satisfaction about policing services 

in concept, while Labor is better at driving public satisfaction about their 

personal interactions with police. 

Law and order is a complex subject, with many visible and invisible factors 

affecting reported crime rates. Therefore, care must be taken when 

interpreting statistics. Prevention, detection, response, diversion and 

punitive initiatives all affect community order and safety. Community 

perceptions are also strongly influenced by the media. 

This analysis was confined to assessing policing and crime rates — the 

subject of many of the major parties’ claims and counterclaims leading up 

to the election. 

While both sides had good stories to tell and poor performances to explain, 

broad analysis of authoritative data showed that overall, performance on 

law and order was better under the current Labor government than under 

the previous Coalition government. 

Specific findings are summarised in the Conclusions section. 

                                                        
a That is not to say that hard drug use offences underlie all offences, but that 

changes in the hard drug offences rate explained most of the changes in all 
offences over the period examined. Hard drug use is associated with multiple 
other crimes such as burglary and theft, assault and weapons offences. 
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Introduction 

Leading up to the November 24th Victorian state election, political parties 

are promoting their credentials on a range of issues of importance to voters. 

‘Law and order’ is a dominant subject.1  

For a majority of Victorian voters, managing crime is a more important 

election issue than housing, cost of living, healthcare and transport. 

Currently, voter perceptions of the Coalition and Labor’s ability to manage 

crime is much closer than usual.2 Given the high stakes, the major parties 

are competing in a ‘tough on crime’ election auction.3 

Labor has been promoting its credentials by highlighting the significant 

drop in the criminal offences rate in the past year. It has also claimed that 

“the previous Liberal Government cut $100 million from Victoria Police, 

did not fund one single new police officer and sacked 350 Victoria Police 

staff.”4 

Conversely, following in the then successful footsteps of the Coalition 

during the 2010 election,5 the Coalition has claimed a “crisis” in law and 

order under Labor, for example: 

• A media release by Coalition leader Mr Matthew Guy to “make 

Victoria safe again” criticises in particular perceptions of a 

“revolving door  bail system” that lets criminals out to reoffend.6 

• Mr Guy claiming a “crime tsunami”, and his shadow police minister 

Mr Ed O’Donohue stating that the election is a “referendum on who 

can fix violent crime in Victoria”, both advocating for tougher prison 

terms.3 

• Mr Guy stating in his launch of the Liberal Party’s election campaign 

that under Labor, “Victoria has won the unenviable title as the state 

with the country’s highest rate of crime”.7 

• Mr O’Donohue stating that police numbers highlighted by Police 

Association (union) secretary Wayne Gatt are “alarming”.8  

• Mr Guy recently repeating the Coalition’s claim that it still has “the 

edge” on law and order,9 again promising tough punishment for 

offenders.10 

• The Liberals mailing personally addressed cards to voters depicting 

a home burglary and claiming a 10.5% rise in crime under the 

current Labor government (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: A Liberals campaign postcard mailed to constituents’ homes 
Source: Home letterbox in electorate 

A number of the Coalition’s claims have triggered scholarly Fact Checks to 

assess their truthfulness.11-14 At the time of writing we found no Fact 

Checks published in relation to law and order claims made by Labor. 

We admire the impeccable standards of the Fact Check methods and agree 

with their conclusions. However, we noticed that — by nature of the briefs 

given to the assessing scholars – they tested only the truthfulness of the 

Coalition’s claim about Labor’s performance. They didn’t test the 

Coalition’s performance, during its term in office, on the same measure. 

That is a far more meaningful analysis. 

Despite concerted effort we were unable to identify published, authoritative 

and readily-digestible comparative information — only masses of raw, 

uninterpreted data. 

Knowledge of comparative performance on law and order is necessary for 

Victorians to cast informed, rather than misinformed, votes. We therefore 

resolved to undertake a professional analysis of the hard evidence. 

In this report, we examine the evidence to assess the key claims of both 

sides of the political ledger, using balanced and consistent criteria. While 

law and order governance comprises a range of initiatives including 

prevention, detection, response, diversion and punishment, we confine this 

analysis to the key competitive claims of the major political parties in this 

debate: police numbers and crime rates. 
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Victoria’s major political parties 

In Victoria, Australia, the “Coalition”, comprised of Liberal and National 

parties, is more conservative or right on the political spectrum, while 

“Labor” is more progressive/‘liberal’ or left. 

 

In this report: 

• “former Labor government” means the Bracks/Brumby Labor 

governments in office until November 2010. 

• “Coalition government” means the Baillieu/Napthine 

Liberal/National government in office from December 2010 until 

November 2014. 

• “current Labor government” or “Labor government” means 

the Andrews Labor government in office since December 2014. 

• Coalition-related chart data appears in Liberal party blue, while 

Labor-related data appears in Labor party red. 
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Methodology 

We retrieved data from authoritative official sources both online and by 

correspondence with relevant authorities in October & November 2018: 

• Victoria Police annual reports and data supplements.15 

• NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research.16 

• Crime Statistics Agency [Victoria].17 

• Australian Bureau of Statistics.18-21 

• Productivity Commission annual Report on Government Services.22 

To avoid cherry-picking, all readily-available longitudinal data was 

collected and analysed. Media reports were retrieved online. 

Police and CSA data is reported by financial year (e.g. 1st Jul 2013 – 30th 

Jun 2014). We labelled data periods with the reporting end-year (e.g. 

2014), unless otherwise noted. 

Victorian elections occur in November and the elected government typically 

commences office in December. Thus, a police or crime annual report 

covers two governments in financial years where an election has occurred. 

To correct for this and compare the performance of Coalition and Labor 

governments in office, we averaged the financial-year data for the year prior 

to the election with the year of the election for the November 2010 and 

2014 elections. This weighted the data to the end of the term of the 

outgoing government. We used these averages for calculating differences.b 

Further, since this resulted in a four-year data set for the Coalition but only 

3.5 years for Labor (start averaged, but end can’t be due to lack of 2018-

2019 data), we adjusted Labor results by 4/3.5, assuming similar 

performance trends for the last half year of their term.  

We analysed crime statistics by rates — usually per 100,000 population — 

rather than by counts, to control for population changes. In 2018, the 

Victorian population had grown by 26% relative to 2005 (ABS). 

Where possible, charts were plotted using a minimum value of zero so that 

the sizes of variations and trends were readily apparent relative to their 

absolute values, rather than visually exaggerated or minimised. 

                                                        
b Using this method, we calculated the Coalition’s quoted 10.5% (actually 10.4% 

using their own data) offences increase statistic and achieved a very similar 
result of 10.0% (unadjusted for a 4-year term, as the Coalition’s wasn’t). 
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Definitions 

Crime An event in which one or more offenders enact illegal action or 

activity, for which the state may impose penalties. 

Offender A person who commits a crime. A crime may involve multiple 

offenders. 

Offence A specific illegal action or activity. A crime may involve multiple 

offences. 

Victim A person against whom a crime is committed. A crime may 

involve multiple victims. 

 

Abbreviations 

ABS — Australian Bureau of Statistics 

ACT — Australian Capital Territory 

CPI — consumer price index 

CSA — Crime Statistics Agency [Victoria] 

FTE — full-time equivalent 

LEAP — Law Enforcement Assistance Program 

NSW — New South Wales 

NSWBCSR — New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research 

PCO — Police Custody Officer 

PSO — Protective Services Officer 

PTV — Public Transport Victoria 

RGS — Report on Government Services [Productivity Commission] 

SA — South Australia 

VP — Victoria Police 

WA — Western Australia 

 

Calls for sources and comment 

Where we were unable to confirm key Labor and Coalition claims, we asked 

them to identify sources or provide robust, authoritative data for our 

independent analysis. We also asked both to comment on various findings 

of our research. Both parties responded, but the quality of responses was 

patchy, leaving many questions — especially requests for comment about 

unfavourable results — unanswered. 
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Investment in policing 

While law and order encompasses more than “policing”, policing 

investment is vital. Both Labor and the Coalition claim superiority in 

policing. We found that both had increased VP resourcing (Figure 2), 

including increases in annual funding well in excess of CPI. 

 
Figure 2: Year-on-year changes in VP resourcing: funding and workforce 
Source: VP annual reports. Note: Personnel increases are total workforce. 

A breakdown of the rate of increase of the Victoria Police workforce relative 

to Victoria’s rate of population growth (Figure 3),c shows that frontline 

(sworn) workforce growth stagnated under the previous Labor government 

(Chief Commissioners Christine Nixon and Simon Overland) — although 

with an end-of-term burst — and increased markedly under the Coalition 

government (Chief Commissioner Ken Lay). The workforce increase 

continued under the current Labor government. 

Support servicesd received less attention during the Coalition government’s 

term (Figure 3). The increased rate of sworn police has continued under the 

current Labor government. 

 

                                                        
c For example, if in one year the population grew 2.5% and the increase in VP 

workforce was 5.5%, it would appear as 3.0% (5.5% - 2.5%) on the chart. Zero 
on the chart means the VP workforce grew at the same rate as the population. 

d Support includes command centres, intelligence, forensics, legal, human 
resources and other services. 
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Figure 3: VP sworn and support staff changes relative to population growth 
Source: VP annual reports. Year-on-year changes. 

Note: Sworn staff include police and PSOs. Support staff include PCOs and public servants. 

Increase in support services workforce 

In the term of the current Labor government the number of support staff 

has increased significantly. The government states that this is to improve 

police efficiency and the solving of crimes. 

PCOs have been introduced, greatly reducing the time sworn frontline 

police spend managing lockup, transfer and release of people in custody, 

creating more time for police to be ‘on the beat’.23 

The increase also includes new forensic staff — including new services in 

regional areas — to reduce turnaround times especially for fingerprint and 

DNA matching so more crimes can be solved, and faster.15 (2017, 2018 reports) 

 

Summary: Under both the Coalition government and the current 

Labor government, investment in policing has improved 

substantially. 
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Police workforce claims 

Labor claims about police numbers 

The Labor government claims a ‘disaster’ in former Coalition government 

police numbers: 

“The previous Liberal Government cut $100 million from 

Victoria Police, did not fund one single new police officer and 

sacked 350 Victoria Police staff.”4 

Note: We asked Labor to provide the underlying evidence for this 

claim. Only media repeats of the claim were supplied. 

We were unable to source authoritative evidence to test the claim. Even 

assuming it to be true, it would apply to only the 2012-2013 period. Indeed, 

the increase was indeed low in 2013 (see Figure 2). However, it is not 

representative of the Coalition’s overall performance while in office. 

 

Coalition claims about police numbers 

The Coalition claims that the current Labor government has increased the 

police workforce much less than the Coalition did while in office, using the 

headline and infographic shown in Figure 4. 

Daniel Andrews has delivered -36.6% or -1,048 less FTE police & 

PSOs than the previous Coalition government. 

  
Figure 4: The Coalition’s headcount claim headline and infographic 
Source: Spokesperson for Shadow Minister for Police, Mr Ed O’Donohue 
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Note: We concur on the numbers as quoted, from authoritative 

sources cited by the Coalition. However, the analysis as presented is 

substantively misleading. 

A meaningful comparison on police headcount 

The Coalition’s analysis reports “sworn police and PSO numbers”. However, 

that’s not the whole story. One of the roles sworn police undertake is the 

administration of persons in custody: admission, management, transfer and 

discharge. This is a more administrative role and one for which fully trained 

police are overqualified. 

In the 2014 election campaign, Labor promised to establish a new Police 

Custody Officer (PCO) service, specifically with training only in custody 

affairs. PCOs are not sworn officers so they don’t appear in the Coalition 

data. By mid 2018 under the Labor government, 391 PCOs (FTE) had been 

recruited and deployed (Victoria Police annual report data). 

For a fair analysis, persons who are performing the same jobs in the current 

period as those who were performing them in the previous (comparison) 

period, should be included. Therefore, the new PCO numbers must be 

added to the new police numbers, producing an equivalent increase of 

1,935 new police and PCOs to the Coalition’s 1,895 new police.e 

PCOs operate at a more restricted level of training and authority. They are 

commensurately paid less than police. We calculated from Victoria Police 

pay scales that by employing PCOs instead of police for custodial 

management, Victorian taxpayers are saved at least $7.5m per annum, with 

nearly 400 police released from administrative duties to the front line. That 

the Coalition didn’t take PCO numbers into account is inexplicable given 

that at the 2014 election, the Coalition itself had pledged to move custodial 

police to the front line by replacing custody roles with contractors.24 

At the 2014 election the Coalition pledged 700 new police.24 Had it won 

office — and contracted out 400 custody jobs as well — that would have 

seen 1,100 more police on the front line, to Labor’s 1,935. 

Note: We put discrepancies to the Coalition’s spokesman. We did 

not receive a reply. 

                                                        
e In addition, Labor’s increase covers 3.75 years to the Coalition’s 4 years. 
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Summary: The Coalition’s selective numbers on police were 

technically true but misleading. Labor added more police than both 

the Coalition in office and the Coalition’s pledge during the 2014 

election. 

 

A meaningful comparison on PSO headcount 

We concur with the Coalition’s report of Protective Services Officer number 

increases between the Coalition and Labor governments, setting aside that 

only 3.75 years of data is available for Labor to 4 years for the Coalition. 

However, the numbers are not comparative in this way. 

The PSO role was established in 1986, with a workforce traditionally 

around 150 FTE. With specific training and less authority (and a lower pay 

scale) than sworn police, they protect the security of courts, parliament 

house, government house and other key fixtures and events. 

At the 2010 Victorian election, the Coalition promised to introduce a new 

transit PSO system with 940 new officers to patrol railway stations across 

Melbourne and major regional centres, from 6pm to last train. In office, it 

delivered on that promise, with 968 new transit PSOs. 

Under the Labor government, 271 more transit PSOs have been introduced, 

which the Coalition’s analysis clearly pitches as inadequate. We found no 

published rationale from the Coalition to justify the assumption that Labor 

ought to have introduced as many PSOs as it had (meaning a doubling of 

the new transit workforce). 

Further, at the 2014 election, the Coalition pledged 50 extra PSOs.24 Labor 

exceeded that pledge by more than five-fold. 

Note: We put discrepancies to the Coalition’s spokesman. We did 

not receive a reply. 

Summary: The Coalition introduced more PSOs by establishing 

the Transit PSO system. In the current term of office, Labor 

delivered more additional PSOs than the Coalition had pledged. 
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In summary, while the Coalition has criticised Labor for failing to deliver as 

many new police and PSOs as it did while in office, its own 2014 election 

pledges reveal that it would have delivered fewer than Labor if elected in 

2014 (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Coalition election pledges versus Labor government delivery 
Source: Coalition campaign material, Victoria Police 

Note: Police numbers include Coalition and Labor equivalents of freeing sworn police from 

managerial custody duties and redeploying them on the front line. 

The Coalition has stated in its 2018 election campaign that it is looking for 

“efficiencies” in law and order, for example by declining to support all the 

recommendations of Victoria’s royal commission into family violence. It 

seems inconsistent then that the Coalition omitted to compute Labor’s 

“efficient” deployment of some 400 PCOs, releasing the same number of 

sworn police to the front line while saving taxpayers at least $7.5m per 

annum. 

 

Summary: On both police and PSOs, Labor delivered more new 

members to the workforce than the Coalition had promised at the 

2014 election. 
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Coalition claim: “highest rate of crime” 

At the launch of the Liberal party’s 2018 election campaign, party leader 

and leader of the opposition Mr Matthew Guy claimed that: 

“Victoria has won the unenviable title as the state with the 

country’s highest rate of crime.”7 

Note: Mr Guy’s office was asked by FactCheck for sources to back 

the claim, but no response was received. 

To test Mr Guy’s claim, we retrieved crime rate statistics from the official 

statistical units from each jurisdiction for 2016-2017, the most recent year 

for which data was available from all jurisdictions. Note that the rates for 

several jurisdictions are somewhat lower than they should be because many 

but not all offence types were included in the jurisdiction’s publicly-

available data (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: Crime rates by jurisdiction for the 2016-2017 reporting year 
Sources: State and Territory police statistics, ABS population data 

* Reported rate is somewhat low because not all offence types were included in the jurisdiction’s 

reported data. 

Despite these caveats, it is reasonable to conclude that the crime rate in 

Victoria is around the middle of the pack and nowhere near “the highest” as 

Mr Guy claimed. 

Further evidence is available in some headline statistics collected and 

standardised by ABS, providing more direct comparisons.13 

Victoria has Australia’s second-lowest rate of criminal offenders (Figure 7). 

A rising trend of criminal offenders (in Victoria) reversed to a falling trend 

during the term of the Coalition government and has continued falling 

during the current Labor government’s term. 
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Figure 7: Criminal offender rate trends by jurisdiction 
Source: ABS 4519.0 

Victoria is also about middle of the pack in short-term criminal recidivism, 

that is, reoffending in the same reporting year (Figure 8). Victoria’s 

recidivism rate increased markedly during the term of the Coalition 

government and has remained at the higher level under the current Labor 

government. 

 
Figure 8: Criminal recidivism rate trends by jurisdiction 
Source: ABS 4519.0 

Notes: Repeat offending in the same reporting year. No data was available for WA. 

 

Verdict: The Coalition’s claim that Victoria’s crime rate is 

Australia’s highest is false on multiple measures: it’s middle of the 

pack. 
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Coalition claim: “10.5% crime growth” 

At our request, the office of (Coalition) Shadow Minister for Police, Mr Ed 

O’Donohue, provided a spreadsheet showing their sources and calculations 

in relation to their “10.5% increase in crime under Labor” claim. The 

spreadsheet contained official data from CSA showing 459,264 criminal 

offences for calendar 2014, and 506,862 for financial year 2018 (2017-18). 

Those figures represent a 10.36% (rounded to 10.4%) rise in the number of 

criminal offences in financial 2018 relative to calendar 2014, lower than the 

10.5% claimed in the Coalition’s election campaign material personally 

addressed to voters. Since the Coalition’s analysis periods don’t quite match 

terms of office, the result is an approximation, but a reasonably close one. 

Using our own methodology (see Methods), we calculated a 10.0% rise in 

the criminal offences rate between the two periods, very close to the 

Coalition’s figure of 10.4%. 

Nevertheless, we found that the Coalition analysis commissioned two 

serious statistical offences. 

 

Statistical offence 1 — missing population growth 

According to ABS figures, between December 2014 and March 2018, 

Victoria’s population grew 9.2%.f More people means more criminal 

offences. To generate valid comparisons from year to year, the count of 

offences must be adjusted by the count of people, that is, reported as a rate 

— in this case as offences per 100,000 population. 

Using the official CSA data for offences rates, there was a much smaller 

1.5% increase in criminal offences under Labor. 

 

Statistical offence 2 — no comparison made 

While the Coalition had computed the rise in crime under the Labor 

government, it had not published its own performance figures using the 

same method: a grave omission. Analysis revealed that the offences rate had 

increased 12.1% under the Coalition government. 

To be fair, the Coalition analysis makes a four-year comparison, while the 

Labor analysis is over 3.5 years (Dec 2014 to Jun 2018). Assuming similar 

                                                        
f The June 2018 population figure is not yet available, so the March figure was 

used. It is very likely that the June figure will be higher and therefore the 
population growth higher; approaching 10.0%. 
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average performance in Labor’s last-year data — to be published by CSA 

late 2019 — the crime rate rise during Labor’s term would stand at 1.7% 

(Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 9: Coalition and Labor government crime rate increases 
Source: CSA 

Note: Labor figure based on 3.5 years’ data, adjusted to four years 

When analysed by count, as the Coalition did for its “10.5%” claim about 

Labor’s performance, the crime increase under the Coalition was 

significantly larger — 21.6%. 

In summary, the imputation of the Coalition’s “10.5% increase in offences” 

figure as a “crisis” of the current Labor government is unfair and misleading 

on two counts: 

1. The crime rate under Labor has risen by 1.7%, not by 10.5% as 

invalidly calculated and promoted by the Coalition. 

2. The Coalition failed to report its own performance using the same 

metric: a rise in the crime rate of 12.1%, seven times Labor’s. 

 

Summary: The Coalition used inappropriate data (counts) to 

compute the change in crime rate under Labor and failed to publish 

its own performance on the same measure. The offences rate 

increased significantly more under the Coalition than Labor. 
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Trends in total offences 

Robust longitudinal data provides more even-handed and insightful 

explanations about crime rates and trends than only the selective point-in-

time analyses provided by both major political parties. We therefore 

sourced robust longitudinal data from authoritative sources. 

Figure 10 shows the total criminal offence rates for Victoria and its more 

populous northern neighbour, NSW, by year since the start of CSA data. 

While both states employ the ANZSOC crime coding system, caution is 

warranted in interpreting the differences in rates between them. Intra-state 

trends, however, may be more robustly assessed. 

 
Figure 10: Total criminal offences rate trends — Victoria and NSW 
Sources: CSA, NSWBCSR 

Note: The coalition used criminal offence counts (not rates) of the two circled years to claim a 

10.5% rise in crime under the current Labor government 

 

Note: Despite repeated requests, neither the Labor government 

nor the Coalition responded to our questions about this chart. 

 

In NSW, the crime rate fell significantly under its former Labor 

government. In early 2011, then opposition leader Mr Barry O’Farrell 

promised a “blitz on crime”,25 taking the Coalition to an election win. Since 

the Coalition came into office, the NSW crime rate has stayed much the 

same, dropping only slightly in the most recent year (2018). 
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In Victoria, the crime rate fell significantly under the former Labor 

government. In late 2010, then opposition leader Mr Ted Baillieu branded 

Labor Premier Mr John Brumby “soft on crime,” and promised to lower 

crime and provide better safety for Victorians,26 also taking the Coalition to 

an election win. During the Coalition’s term of office, the crime rate 

increased significantly. 

Under the current Labor government, the offences rate increased and then 

decreased to a similar level as at the start of its tenure. While there is the 

appearance of a new downward trend, this would need to be confirmed or 

refuted by the next years’ CSA data. 

 

Summary: At the macro level, crime rates have dropped or 

increased less under Labor than under Coalition governments. 
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Offence classifications and trends 

The CSA classifies recorded crimes in Victoria under six divisions, each with 

a number of subdivisions (Table 1), each with their own subgroups. 

Table 1: CSA offences classification, and proportions in 2018 

Division % total Subdivision 

Against property 56.93% All 

  32.88% Theft (of/from car, retail, etc) 

 8.59% Burglary/break & enter 

 8.09% Property damage (criminal, graffiti, etc) 

 6.73% Deception (obtaining benefit by, etc) 

 0.64% Arson 

 0.00% Bribery 

Against the person 15.86% All 

  8.59% Assault (common, serious, police, etc) 

 2.95% Sexual (rape, indecent, incest, etc) 

 2.32% Stalking, harassment, threatening 

 1.16% Dangerous/negligent acts 

 0.63% Robbery 

 0.14% Abduction, false imprisonment, etc 

 0.04% Blackmail and extortion 

 0.04% Homicide (murder, manslaughter, etc) 

Justice 14.07% All 

  2.41% Procedures (hinder officer, escape, etc) 

 11.66% Breaches (violence order, bail, etc) 

Public order  

and security 

 6.83% All 

 3.14% Disorderly & offensive conduct 

 2.93% Weapons and explosives 

 0.74% Public nuisance (privacy, hoaxes, etc) 

 0.03% Security (hacking, terrorism, etc) 

Drugs  5.87% All 

  4.76% Use and possession 

 0.84% Dealing/trafficking 

 0.26% Cultivating/manufacturing 

 0.01% Other 

Other  0.42% All 

  0.22% Other government regulatory offences 

 0.12% Transport regulation offences 

 0.08% Miscellaneous offences 

 0.00% Regulatory driving offences 
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Offences against property alone comprise well over half of all offences 

(56.9%), followed by crimes against the person (15.9%), justice (14.1%), 

public order and security (6.8%), drugs (5.9%) and other offences (0.4%). 

Figure 11 illustrates the trends in Victoria’s offences divisions over time, 

while Figure 12 shows the same data with offences against property 

omitted to reveal a more detailed view of the other division trends. Offence 

rates in three of the six divisions increased greatly under the Coalition. 

 
Figure 11: Trends in Division offence rates — all 
Source: CSA 

Offences against property experienced a long downward trend under the 

former Labor government, a period of stability under the Coalition 

government, and then a brief rise followed by a greater fall under the 

current Labor government. 

 
Figure 12: Trends in Division offence rates — without property offences 
Source: CSA. 
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Offences against the person rose slightly under the former Labor 

government, rose considerably under the Coalition government, and rose 

moderately and levelled off under the current Labor government. 

Justice offences remained stable under the former Labor government, rose 

dramatically under the Coalition government, and rose moderately and 

levelled off under the current Labor government. 

Public order and security offences rose dramatically late in the term of the 

former Labor government, remained stable under the Coalition 

government, and dropped under the current Labor government. 

Drug offences remained stable under the former Labor government, rose 

significantly under the Coalition government, and dropped slightly under 

the current Labor government. 

Other offences continued a long and shallow downward trend under the 

previous Labor and Coalition governments, and levelled off under the 

current Labor government. 
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Top ten crime subdivisions in 2018 

To help explain these overall trends — while avoiding cherry-picking one or 

other offence to make unbalanced statements — we analysed the top ten 

offences subdivisions (Table 2). The top ten subdivisions accounted for 

90.3% of all offences in 2018, demonstrating good coverage. We also 

analysed the offences subgroups for each of the top ten subdivisions. 

Table 2: Top ten criminal offence subdivisions in 2018 

# Subdivision Division 

1  32.9% Theft (of/from car, retail, etc) Against property 

2  11.7% Breaches (family violence order, bail, etc) Justice 

3  8.6% Burglary/break & enter Against property 

4  8.6% Assault (common, serious, police, etc) Against the person 

5  8.1% Property damage (criminal, graffiti, etc) Against property 

6  6.7% Deception (obtaining benefit by, etc) Against property 

7  4.8% Use and possession Drugs 

8  3.1% Disorderly & offensive conduct Public order 

9  2.9% Sexual (rape, indecent, incest, etc) Against the person 

10  2.9% Weapons and explosives Public order 

Note: Percentage is proportion of all criminal offences in Victoria for the 2017-2018 reporting year. 

We compared offences rates at the start end and end of government — per 

100,000 population rather than by raw counts as the Coalition did — to 

reveal changes in these top ten offences rates between the Coalition and 

current Labor government (Table 3). 

Labor performed better in eight of the top ten offences subdivisions. The 

two subdivisions in the Coalition’s favour had the smallest advantage 

differences of the ten. 
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Table 3: Changes in top ten offences rates under Coalition and Labor 

Subdivision   Portion*  Coalition  Labor^  Nett~ 

All offences    100.0%   +12.1%   +1.7%   -10.4% 

1. Theft    32.9%   -1.3%   +2.8%   +4.1% 

2. Breaches of order/bail    11.7%   +162.4%   +28.0%   -134.5% 

3. Burglary/break & enter    8.6%   -5.5%   -15.3%   -9.9% 

4. Assault    8.6%   +20.7%   +7.6%   -13.0% 

5. Property damage    8.1%   -20.9%   -14.6%   +6.4% 

6. Deception (property)    6.7%   +50.8%    -8.9%    -59.7% 

7. Drug use & possession    4.8%   +69.6%   +13.2%   -56.4% 

8. Public disorder/offence    3.1%   -14.8%   -32.2%   -17.4% 

9. Sexual    2.9%   +36.2%   +29.0%   -7.2% 

10. Weapons/explosives    2.9%   +82.5%   0.0%   -82.5% 

Source: CSA 

Notes: More negative (and less positive) values represent better (or less worse) performance.  

All figures are based on rates per 100,000 population. 2010 and 2014 year values were calculated 

by average with previous reporting year to more closely represent periods in office.  

* Percent of all offences in the 2017-2018 reporting year. 

^ Calculated using 3.5 years of data and pro-rata adjusted to 4 years. 

~ Net performance difference of current Labor government versus Coalition government. 

 

Note: We asked the Coalition spokesman about their use of 

comparative numbers against Labor for police and PSO numbers, 

but only Labor (and not their own) data for offence rates. We did 

not receive a reply and communication ceased. 

 

Summary: Against the top ten offence types which cover 90.3% of 

all offences — not cherry-picked smaller offence rates — Labor 

performed better on eight of the ten. For the two on which 

Coalition performed better, the differences were the two smallest. 
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Subdivision: theft (32.9%) 

Figure 13 shows the major subgroups of the theft subdivision. 

 
Figure 13: Trends in theft offences subgroup rates 
Source: CSA 

There has been a general, long-term decline in the rate of “Other” theft: 

general theft that occurs at a range of locations such as homes (non-

burglary), workplaces, streets, shopping precincts, public transport, health 

and education centres, and recreational areas. Other theft comprised 9.0% 

of all offences in 2018. 

Retail theft increased as the global financial crisis deepened in 2009 and 

remains at the higher level (4.5% off all offences in 2018). 

Receiving and handling offences (3.5% in 2018) had increased steadily — 

much of it occurring in homes and on footpaths — since 2012 as frontline 

police numbers increased; dropping in the most recent year. 

The highest rate of theft is property from motor vehicles (11.0%), which 

(like theft of motor vehicles: 3.6%) experienced an increase in 2016/17 

before falling again in 2018. Most vehicles and their contents are stolen on 

the street and in home driveways and carports, with far less from cars in 

retail, public transport, recreational and other precincts. A majority of 

stolen motor vehicles are older models without immobilisers, and a 

majority are recovered. Peak theft time of vehicles is Friday evenings, often 

for joy rides and committing other crimes. 
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Since theft of property from motor vehicles is the top single subgroup 

offence in Victoria, along with theft of motor vehicles in the top ten, in 2018 

Victoria Police embarked on a program of letterboxing homes to ensure car 

owners and drivers understand how to minimise the risk of these thefts 

(Figure 14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: The Victoria Police flyer about preventing vehicle-related theft 
Source: Home letterbox 

This initiative is likely to help reduce the rate of vehicle-related thefts in 

future. 

 

Summary: There were mixed results for the theft subdivision. 

Overall, performance was slightly better under the Coalition. 
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Subdivision: breaches of orders (11.7%) 

In 2018, more than three quarters (76.3%) of all justice crimes were 

comprised of just two offences, Breach of a family violence orders and 

Breach of bail conditions (Figure 15). The rate of Breach a family violence 

orders increased dramatically under the Coalition (up 143.0%) and has 

stabilised at a higher level under Labor (up 54.4%). 

 
Figure 15: Trends in breaches of orders subgroup rates 
Source: CSA 

The rate of Breach of bail conditions increased dramatically under the 

Coalition government (up 175.6%) and has dropped under the Labor 

government (down 13.6%). 

The rate of Breach of intervention orders increased dramatically under the 

Coalition (up 1,104.2%), rising far less under Labor (up 29.4%). 

In the 2018 election campaign the Coalition claims a “crime tsunami” under 

Labor with a “revolving door bail system” that lets criminals out to 

reoffend.6 However, hard evidence reveals that the Coalition’s own 

performance on Breaches of orders offence rates was poor, and that Labor’s 

was better. 

 

Summary: Breaches of family violence and interventions orders 

increased far more under the Coalition than Labor. Breaches of bail 

conditions increased significantly under the Coalition and dropped 

under Labor. 
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Subdivision: burglary/break & enter (8.6%) 

Burglary is the illegal entry of a building with intent to commit a crime, 

especially theft. In Victoria, it is classed as “aggravated” if the offender was 

armed for the purpose of the burglary with an offensive weapon or a real or 

imitation firearm or explosive. 

Non-aggravated burglary rates fell substantially during the previous Labor 

government (Figure 16). They continued to fall during the Coalition (down 

3.3% residential and 10.7% non-residential), and have fallen more under 

the current Labor government (down 18.2% and 17.2% respectively). 

 
Figure 16: Trends in non/residential non/aggravated burglary rates 
Source: CSA 

Note: Res. = residential. First two series are “non-aggravated”, not “total”. 

Aggravated burglaries increased under both the Coalition (up 11.7% 

residential and 3.2% non-residential), but by more under Labor (up 33.3% 

and 50.0% respectively). 
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Aggravated burglary 

Aggravated burglary rates have seen a long-term increase under the 

previous Labor and Coalition governments (Figure 17), with a drop late in 

the Coalition’s term. The rate increased above trend under the current 

Labor government in 2016/17 and returned to the long-term trend in 2018. 

In 2018, aggravated burglary comprised 0.58% of all offences, and most 

burglaries (91.5%) were non-aggravated. 

 
Figure 17: Trends in aggravated burglary rates 
Source: CSA 

 

Note: We have more to say about aggravated burglaries in the 

section “Coalition claim: aggravated burglaries”. 

 

Summary: Non-aggravated burglaries (10.8% of all offences) 

decreased more under Labor than the Coalition. Aggravated 

burglaries (0.6% of all offences) increased more under Labor than 

the Coalition. 
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Subdivision: assault (8.6%) 

Trends in assault subgroup offence rates are mixed (Figure 18). 

 
Figure 18: Trends in assault rates 
Source: CSA. Note: FV = Family Violence 

The rate of non-family violence serious assaults dropped under both the 

Coalition (down 21.9%) and current Labor governments (down 11.4%), 

while the rate of non-family violence common assaults dropped under the 

Coalition (down 3.9%) and rose under Labor (up 28.5%). 

The rate of assaults on police and other emergency services personnel 

increased under the Coalition (up 8.2%) and dropped under Labor (down 

7.7%). 

Family violence serious assault rate increased significantly under the 

Coalition (79.6%) and dropped under Labor (14.4%), while the family 

violence common assault increased significantly under the Coalition 

(118.8%) and less under Labor (29.8%). It is likely that given both 

governments’ strong focus on combatting family violence, much of the 

increase in rates was the result of increased reporting and detection. 

Victorian police are called to a family violence incident on average every 

seven minutes: it’s a “wicked” problem.27 In 2012, then Premier Mr Ted 

Baillieu announced a plan to curb family violence,28 with a formal plan to 

address violence against women and children.29 Chief Commissioner Ken 

Lay provided strong support in regard to policing.30  

The current Labor government on entering office in December 2014 

announced a royal commission into family violence. It established the first 

Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence.31 The commission’s final 
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report was tabled in March 2016 with 227 recommendations.32 In 2016 the 

Labor government announced a ten-year plan to address family violence, 

including a new Act on family violence and funding for structural and 

procedural advancements.33 

The Coalition opposition has not endorsed all the commission’s 

recommendations, framing them as a “financial imposte” and stating that if 

elected they would “work through the detail” to realise “efficiencies”.27 

In 2018 a new Victorian agency, Respect Victoria, was established to help 

prevent family violence.34 

Overall, a majority of the increase in assault offences was related to family 

violence (Figure 19). 

 
Figure 19: Assault offence rate by context 
Source: CSA, ABS 

 

Relationship with other offences 

While not falling under the Assault offences subdivision, it is relevant to 

understand that a significant portion of the increases in other crimes also 

occurred in respect of family violence. 

Most of the increase in stalking, harassment and threats offences was 

related to family violence (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Stalk/harass/threaten offence rate by context 
Source: CSA, ABS 

Most of the breaches of orders offences was in relation to family violence 

(Figure 21). 

 
Figure 21: Breaches of orders by context 
Source: CSA, ABS 

 

Summary: Both Coalition and Labor governments have taken 

deliberate measures to combat family violence. Family violence 

offence rates increased more under the Coalition than Labor, 

though this may be more the result of the community’s increased 

willingness to report these offence, and less the actual incidence 

rate. 
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Subdivision: property damage (8.1%) 

Since 2008, the rate of criminal property damage offences has been in long-

term decline (Figure 22), decreasing slightly more under the Coalition 

(down 20.9%) than the current Labor government (down 14.6%). 

 
Figure 22: Trends in property damage subgroup offences rates 
Source: CSA 

The enactment of graffiti offences did not increase from 2009 — the 

reporting rate did. In 2007 the Victorian Parliament established the Graffiti 

Prevention Act, containing new criminal offences codes for graffiti. It took 

several years for the police to fully record new offences using the codes. It 

was reported that the rate of graffiti over that period decreased.35 

Graffiti offences decreased under both the Coalition (down 3.6%) and Labor 

(down 22.8%). 

 

Summary: Property damage offences are in long-term decline. 
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Subdivision: deception (6.7%) 

The major deception offence, Obtain benefit by deception, fell significantly 

under the former Labor government, increased substantially under the 

Coalition (up 49.5%), and fell under the current Labor government  

(down 10.1%) (Figure 23). 

 
Figure 23: Trends in the major subgroups of deception 
Source: CSA 

Note: The Deception subdivision contains a number of additional subgroups not shown on the 

chart, with smaller rates than State False Information. Illustrated subgroups account for 97.6% of 

all deception offences in 2018. 

Forgery and counterfeiting followed a similar pattern, increasing 

substantially under the Coalition (up 102.6%), and falling under the current 

Labor government (down 20.8%). 

Stating false information fell under the previous Labor government, rose 

under the Coalition (up 12.0%), and rose further but by less under the 

current Labor government (up 8.8%). 

 

Summary: Deception offences rose substantially under the 

Coalition and mostly fell under Labor. 
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Subdivision: drug use & possession (4.8%) 

The drug Possession offence rate increased dramatically under the Coalition 

(up 74.1%) and increased less under the current Labor government (up 

15.4%), having fallen in the most recent year (Figure 24). 

Drug Use increased significantly under the Coalition (up 19.9%) and fell 

significantly under the current Labor government (down 22.4%). 

 
Figure 24: Trends in drug use and possession 
Source: CSA 

Note: Dealing/Trafficking and Production offences do not fall within the Drug use and possession 

subgroup (they are siblings of it) but are illustrated due to their close causal relationship. 

Related facilitating offences (siblings of the Drug use and possession 

subdivision) had similar trends. Production offences (growing and 

manufacturing) increased under the Coalition (up 23.4%) and decreased 

under the current Labor government (down 33.9%). Dealing and trafficking 

offences increased under the Coalition (up 34.3%) and decreased under the 

current Labor government (down 15.8%). 

 

Summary: Drug offences increased substantially under the 

Coalition and have risen less or fallen under Labor. 
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Subdivision: disorderly conduct (3.1%) 

Trends in Disorderly and offensive conduct in public offences are shown in 

Figure 25. In 2009, then Secretary of the Police Association of Victoria, Mr 

Greg Davies, published a strong editorial pointing out the high rate of 

assault of police on the job and calling for minimum sentences for 

offenders.36, g 

Until then, police had a high rate of arrest for Drunk and disorderly in 

public offences, but a near-zero rate of recording charges (Figure 22). After 

Davies’ editorial, police began charging Offensive conduct and Drunk 

offenders. Most Drunk offenders who were arrested were charged by 2011, 

and almost all of them by 2012. 

 
Figure 25: Trends in disorderly and offensive conduct in public offences 
Source: CSA; Drunk arrest data from Victoria Police 

Since then, Offensive conduct and Drunk and disorderly in public offences 

have declined steadily under both Coalition and Labor governments. 

After 2009, the rate of assaults on police and emergency workers also 

declined significantly in the first two years of the new approach, but then 

climbed steadily under the Coalition government (up 8.2%), before falling 

again under the current Labor government (down 7.7%) (Figure 26). 

 

 

                                                        
g It took until 2018 under the current Labor government for laws to be 

introduced for mandatory sentencing for offenders who assault police and 
emergency services workers. 
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Figure 26: Trends in police and emergency worker assaults 
Source: CSA 

Figure 27 shows an expanded view of the same Disorderly and offensive 

conduct in public trends as Figure 26, with Drunk and disorderly in public, 

and Offensive conduct offences, omitted. 

 
Figure 27: Trends in selected disorderly and offensive conduct 
Source: CSA 

Criminal intent offences increased under the Coalition (up 30.6%) and less 

under the current Labor government (up 3.9%).  

Riot and affray offences — often the subject of dramatic news reports 

despite its relatively low proportion (0.27%) of all offences, dropped from 

2010 after police began laying charges for Drunk and disorderly in public 

conduct. It dropped 29.4% under the Coalition and 3.0% under Labor. 

Offensive language offences dropped under both governments: 1.8% under 

the Coalition and 34.4% under Labor. 
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Disorderly conduct offences rose significantly under the Coalition (up 

45.7%) and fell under Labor (down 54.8%). 

 

Summary: There were mixed results for disorderly conduct 

offences with a substantial long-term drop in major offences since 

police, under the former Labor government, began charging drunk-

and-disorderly-in-public offenders. 
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Subdivision: sexual crimes (2.9%) 

There has been a strong national focus on sexual offences for some years, 

including the national royal commission into institutional responses to 

child sexual abuse, established in early 2013 and concluding in late 2017,37 

as well as more recently the #MeToo movement. 

Since at least 2010 there has been a significant and long-term upwards 

trend in Indecent assault, Rape and sexual offences Against children in 

Victoria (Figure 28), under both the Coalition and current Labor 

governments. 

 
Figure 28: Trends in sexual crimes offences 
Source: CSA 

Under the Coalition, rates of Indecent assault increased 49.1%, Rape by 

16.9%, Against children by 87.1% and Other by 111.8%. The rate of Incest 

fell by 11.0%. 

Under the current Labor government, rates of Indecent assault increased 

18.2%, Rape by 17.7%, Against children by 45.7%, Incest by 16.3% and 

Other by 431.7%. 

 “Other” offences increased from 2015 due to the introduction of new 

criminal offences late in calendar 2014 under the Coalition government — 

threatening to or intentionally distributing intimate images of another 

person — via the Crimes Amendment (Sexual Offences and Other Matters) 

Act 2014. 
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There has also been ongoing attention to addressing family violence, under 

both the Coalition (notably Chief Police Commissioner Ken Lay30) and 

further under the current Labor government with a royal commission.38 

Figure 29 shows the breakdown of sexual offences by family violence. 

Modest increases in non-family violence sexual offences were recorded in 

the first full year of the national royal commission (financial 2014 year). 

Further increases occurred in 2018 as new offences were recorded at the 

conclusion of the royal commission. 

While more sexual offences are not related to family violence than are, a 

majority of the increase in sexual offences occurred in relation to family 

violence. 

 
Figure 29: Sexual offences by family violence and other context 
Source: CSA (counts), ABS (population) 

Given strong and ongoing community attention to the issue of sexual 

offences in recent years as well as attention to family violence, increases in 

recorded rates are most likely to be related to increased reporting and 

detection and may not reflect actual incidence rates. 

 

Summary: There have been increases in the reported sexual 

offences rates under both the Coalition and current Labor 

governments as a result of both federal and state initiatives. 
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Subdivision: weapons & explosives (2.9%) 

Prohibited and controlled weapons offences increased substantially (up 

81.6%) under the Coalition, and stabilised under Labor (up 1.7% overall, 

rising and then falling in the last year) (Figure 30). 

Firearms offences increased substantially under the Coalition (up 92.0%) 

and dropped under Labor (down 1.6%). 

 
Figure 30: Trends in weapons and explosives offences 
Source: CSA 

Explosives offences increased significantly under the Coalition (up 20.2%) 

and fell significantly under Labor (down 28.8%). 

 

Note: See the “Coalition claim: aggravated burglaries” section for 

an analysis of the strong correlation between weapons offences and 

drug possession. 

 

Summary: Weapons offences increased substantially under the 

Coalition, and increased far less or fell under the current Labor 

government. 
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Coalition claim: aggravated burglaries 

The coalition claims that rates of aggravated burglaries has increased 

significantly under the current Labor government.3,9 It has (up 32.4%). It 

also rose under the Coalition government, but by less (up 12.3%). 

A NSWBCSR study found that 90% of burglaries were undertaken by 

offenders who use illicit drugs and that burglary rates of offenders 

increased with drug use.39 Property most often stolen was video and music 

playing equipment, jewellery, power tools and computers. 

While juveniles were most likely to trade stolen goods for marijuana, adults 

traded a majority of theirs for heroin and other hard drugs. Most burglaries 

were ‘stealing to order’ — 91% amongst high-frequency offenders, and most 

goods (80%) were disposed of in less than 24 hours. 

Given the links between burglary — most of which is ‘pre-ordered’ — and 

drug use, we analysed the correlation between drug possession/use offence 

rates, and aggravated burglary rates. 

First, to test if there was a confounding general correlation (overall 

increase) amongst all offences, we tested several pairs of offences types that 

we hypothesised had no strong — if any — connection. We found very low 

correlations (Table 4) of just 2%, 7% and 9% (and two of which were 

negative) — that is, no meaningful association. 

Next, we identified several offences pairs for which we hypothesised may 

have a potential relationship and therefore correlation. Two pairs were 

found to be largely unrelated (6% and 8%, with negative correlations), while 

one was modestly correlated: 

• Offensive language & Assault police/emergency worker in the 

following year (36%, negative correlation). 

Finally, we identified some offences pairs we hypothesised would be 

associated. All were found to be strongly to very strongly correlated: 

• Aggravated burglary & Weapons and explosives (77%). 

• Family violence (FV) serious assault & Breach of FV order (63%). 

• FV serious assault, & Breach of FV order following year (82%). 

• Drug use/possession & Serious assault offences (78%). 

• Drug use/possession & Aggravated burglary (81%). 

• Drug use/possession, & Aggravated burglary following year (85%). 

• Drug use/possession & Dangerous/negligent acts against others 

(87%). 

• Drug use/possession & Weapons and explosives offences (97%+). 
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Table 4: Offences pair correlations 

Offence pair A & B 

Rationale 

% * 

Pairs we hypothesised were not correlated  

Breach of family violence order & Theft from retail store 

No substantive logical connection. 

2% 

Prison regulation offence & Theft of bicycle 

Expected unrelated, or negative due to thwarting of opportunity. ^ 

7% 

Disorderly and offensive conduct & Obtain benefit by deception 

No substantive logical connection. ^ 

9% 

Pairs we hypothesised may be correlated  

Offensive language & Assault police/emergency worker 

Language charges may help protect against proximal physical abuse. ^ 

6% 

Drug trafficking & Bribery of officials 

Possible attempts to ‘hide’ of illegal drug activity. ^ 

8% 

Offensive language, & Assault police/emergency worker ONE YEAR LATER 

Language penalty may protect against drift to physical abuse. ^ 

36% 

Pairs we hypothesised were correlated  

Aggravated burglary & Weapons and explosives 

Agg. burglary uses weapons, but not all weapons used in burglaries. 

77% 

Family violence (FV) serious assault & Breach of FV order 

More violent FV offenders would be most likely to reoffend 

63% 

FV serious assault, & Breach of FV order ONE YEAR LATER 

More FV order breaches would occur after the current year. 

82% 

Drug use/possession & Serious assault 

Increased drug use promoting more violent behaviour. 

78% 

Drug use/possession & Aggravated burglary 

Burglaries known to be driven by intention to acquire drugs. 

81% 

Drug use/possession, & Aggravated burglary ONE YEAR LATER 

Drug habit likely to be more entrenched in following year. 

85% 

Drug use/possession & Dangerous/negligent acts against others 

Poorer mental health diminishing consideration of others 

87% 

Drug use/possession & Weapons and explosives 

Crimes related to drugs involving more forceful methods. 

97% 

Drug use/possession & Prohibited and controlled weapons 

Illicit drug use sustained through illicit weapon use. 

98% 

Source: CSA, years 2005-2018 inclusive 

* Correlation: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r2) expressed as a percentage. 

^ Correlation was negative. 
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We did not find a positive correlation between Possession and use of drugs, 

and Aggravated robbery. 

Our tests confirm strong to very strong correlations between possession 

and use of drugs, and: 

• Family violence-related serious assault (82%); 

• Aggravated burglary (81%); 

• Aggravated burglary one year later (85%); 

• Dangerous or negligent acts against others (87%);  

• Weapons and explosives offences (97%); and 

• Specifically, prohibited and controlled weapons (98%). 

Two of these offences rose more under the Coalition government than the 

current Labor government (Figure 31): serious assault (up 79.6% v. down 

14.4%); weapons and explosives (up 82.5% v. 0.0% no change). Aggravated 

burglary rose less under the Coalition (up 12.3% v. up 32.4%), and 

Dangerous/ negligent acts against others slightly more (up 34.8% v. 30.8%). 

 
Figure 31: Drug use/possession and correlated offences 
Source: CSA 

 

Summary: The Coalition’s claim about the aggravated burglary 

rate increasing under Labor is true but cherry-picked. A number of 

serious offences increased under the Coalition and were strongly 

associated with an increase in the drug use and possession rate, on 

which the Coalition performed more poorly than Labor. 
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Drug crimes and total offences 

We noted from CSA data that the variation in total drug use and possession 

offences explained 67%h of the variation in all offences between 2005-2018. 

These possession crimes include soft drug, hard drugs, prescription drugs 

and other substances such as anabolic sports compounds and other 

chemicals. 

We hypothesised that use and possession of soft drugs — and especially 

hard drugs — would be more likely to stimulate other criminal offences 

than these other classes of substances, and therefore correlate more 

strongly with the total offences rate. 

Using CSA data, we isolated hard and soft drugs use-and-possession 

offences and tested their correlation against all offences (Figure 32).i The 

great majority of soft drugs offences related to cannabis. Most of the 

increase in hard drugs offences related to methylamphetamine. 

 
Figure 32: Trends in drug use/possession and total offences rates 
Source: CSA. Note: Drug use/possession plotted on left axis, total offences on right axis. 

Both soft and hard drug offences, which were falling slightly under the 

previous Labor government, rose substantially under the Coalition. While 

the increase in police numbers under the Coalition might explain an 

increase in detection rather than a real increase, the addition of greater 

                                                        
h Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r2) expressed as a percentage. 

i Hard drugs included amphetamines, heroin, cocaine and methylamphetamine. 
Soft drugs included cannabis, ecstasy and GHB. Hard drug use and possession 
offences comprise about 1.2% of all offences, and soft drugs about 2.2%. 
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numbers of police under the current Labor government with a recent fall in 

offences mitigates against this explanation. 

Soft drug use and possession explained 81% of the variance in the total 

offences rate on the available data, and 94% of the variation during the 

Coalition’s term of office. Hard drug use and possession explained 95% and 

99% respectively. 

To test the meaningfulness of these correlations (correlation does not equal 

causation), we tested other offences pairs. We hypothesised that while hard 

drug use occurs in prisons, the drugs would be harder to come by than in 

open society, and so we predicted a lower correlation. It was 49%. 

We hypothesised that hard drug use and possession would be weakly 

related to incest offences. The correlation was 2% and negative: that is, no 

meaningful relationship. 

While cautious interpretation is warranted given the complexities of these 

relationships, it is rare to see correlations of 95%–99% on such variables. 

Coalition and Labor initiatives 

In early 2013, then Health Minister Mrs Mary Wooldridge announced the 

Coalition’s 2013-2017 plan to address harm caused by alcohol and drug 

abuse through police, courts, healthcare and community services.40 

We haven’t analysed alcohol abuse and harm data, so we make no comment 

about the Coalition’s performance on that matter. However, given the sharp 

rise in soft and hard drug offences, and total offences under the Coalition, 

the Coalition’s plan, or at least the implementation of it, failed. 

In 2015, the current Labor government announced an inquiry into drug law 

reform, taking hundreds of expert submissions and handing down its report 

in early 2018.41 With insights gleaned during the inquiry and a substantial 

increase in the police workforce, the rise in drug use and possession has 

abated under Labor and dropped in the most recent year. 

 

Summary: The Coalition’s initiatives against drugs failed, 

resulting in a dramatic rise in drug and total crimes, while Labor’s 

initiatives more recently resulted in a drop. Under the Coalition, 

the rise in the drug use and possession offences rate explained 

almost all the variation in the rise of the total offences rate. 
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Public attitudes toward police and crime 

Another useful indicator about law and order is public attitudes towards 

police. The annual Report on Government Services provides these insights 

from annual national surveys of the public. 

The RGS attitudes towards policing survey questions doesn’t discriminate 

between federal and state police, and federal police are not under the 

jurisdiction of state authorities. There is also the possibility of national 

stories (from other states) affecting Victorian attitudes. 

Therefore, to isolate Victorian attitudes we calculated attitudes of 

Victorians relative to the national average. 

General satisfaction with policing 

This dimension assesses public perceptions about the quality of police 

services in concept (Figure 33). 

 
Figure 33: Victorians’ satisfaction with police services in general 
Source : RGS 

Note: 2018 data not published yet. 

Victorians’ satisfaction with policing in general was above the national 

average under Chief Commissioner Ms Christine Nixon until early 2009. In 

March 2009 Mr Simon Overland commenced as Chief Commissioner. 

During his tenure there was extensive media exposure about possible 

inappropriate conduct in Victoria Police command. This led to an Auditor 

General investigation, whose report was handed down in 2011.42 

In addition, in 2009 Mr Greg Davies, then Secretary of the Police 

Association of Victoria — the union for sworn police — was caught on tape 
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describing his members as “dills” and “ignoramuses”.43 Media also reported 

that he was also involved in ructions amongst senior police command.44 

There was also public concern about the lack of clarity in police duties and 

powers during Victoria’s major 2009 bushfires.45 A combination of these 

factors led to a significant reduction in Victorians’ satisfaction with policing 

in general during this period. 

Satisfaction improved somewhat under the Coalition despite a significant 

rise in criminal offence rates. It then dropped again in 2016 as numerous 

stories about “African gangs” were promoted in the media.(e.g. 46) In 2017 

and 2018 the stories continued,(e.g. 47-49) including federal Coalition 

politicians weighing in.(e.g. 50,51) 

Criminology scholars have criticised the media’s conduct,52 and Victorian 

Chief Judge Peter Kidd dismissed many reports as not only incorrect and 

skewed, but dangerous.53 

The modest rise in conceptual satisfaction with policing under the Coalition 

government despite a significant rise in criminal offence rates suggests that 

the Coalition has a stronger capacity (and/or media support) than Labor to 

communicate a sense of law and order. Other factors may play a part. 

 

Satisfaction with personal police contact 

This dimension assesses public satisfaction with police in practice: during 

the person’s last personal contact with police (Figure 34). Roughly two 

thirds of the public have at least one personal interaction with police in any 

year. 

 
Figure 34: Victorians’ satisfaction with their last police contact 
Source: RGS 

Note: 2018 data not published yet. 
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Victorians’ personal satisfaction with their police interactions was above the 

national average under the former Labor government, falling sharply 

during the Coalition government. It fell further and then recovered under 

the current Labor government. 

 

Public attitudes toward crime 

Public perceptions about crime may or may not be realistic. Attitudes are 

largely influenced by media consumption habits. 

For example, even as the crime rate dropped, residents who consumed 

certain TV content, especially particular news and editorials, were likely to 

believe that crime was increasing and were in favour of harsher penalties 

for offenders.54 

In addition, viewers who watch more crime drama on TV are more likely to 

believe crime to be a problem, although the relationship is weaker than for 

TV news consumption.55 The influence of crime reports in newspapers is 

also less than TV news.56 Graphic and realistic portrayal of crime is most 

influential.56 

Media consumption habits also flow through to approval of harsher — 

including controversial — penalties for offenders.54,57 

Greater consumption of general news crime-related content on social media 

also promotes significantly greater fear of crime.58 

 

Summary: The Coalition demonstrates stronger performance in 

engendering public satisfaction with policing in general, while 

Labor performs better in public satisfaction of their personal 

interactions with police. 

 

Public attitudes toward crime are influenced little by actual crime 

trends and greatly by media consumption habits, especially by 

graphic TV content. 
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Law and order: some significant factors 

Law and order is a highly complex subject. Many factors influence the 

commission of crime, such as mental health, substance abuse, poor 

financial wellbeing, opportunity facilitation and organised crime. In 

addition, many factors mitigate it, including prevention, detection, 

response, diversion and punishment initiatives. We examine three key 

contributors. 

 

Mental health services 

A recent study by the Australian Institute of Criminology found that 41% of 

detainees had previously been diagnosed with a mental health disorder by a 

professional health care worker. When screened at the time of their 

detention, 49% were found to have a mental disorder.59 

The Australian Department of Health has found that 20% of Australians 

suffer from a mental disorder in any year, and a quarter of those have 

substance use disorders.60 

Thus, people with mental health disorders are more than twice as likely as 

others to appear before the criminal justice system. Increased attention to 

mental health services may be helpful. 

 

Prison sentences and community corrections orders 

Both parties have been promoting a “tough on crime” message, the 

Coalition in particular promoting mandatory and longer prison sentences, 

including consecutive rather than concurrent terms for certain multiple 

offences. 

That’s despite an authoritative NSW study finding that longer prison terms 

didn’t reduce crime rates in that state.61 In fact, that’s hardly surprising: a 

scholarly review of published research on sentence severity and crime rates 

found no significant effect.62 

Evidence suggests that a highly effective initiative for decreasing crime is 

increasing police numbers.63 Both the Coalition and Labor have 

substantially increased police numbers during their terms of office. 

The same study suggests that the second most effective factor in reducing 

crime is a rising prison population due to its incapacitation effect: 

eliminating the opportunity to reoffend while incarcerated. 
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This was true in the USA in the 1990s, but not so in Victoria in recent years. 

In Victoria, as the offences rate was increasing under the Coalition’s term of 

office, so was the rate of imprisonment (Figure 32). 

 
Figure 35: Trends in prison and community correction orders rates 
Source: ABS 4512.0, ABS 3101.0. Note: Prison is full-time incarceration. 

In fact, imprisonment grew significantly (up 26.8%) under the Coalition, 

and by less (up 13.1%) under the current Labor government. Recidivism 

also increased markedly under the Coalition, further suggesting the 

ineffectiveness of higher prison rates (see Figure 8) at least at the macro 

level. 

The community corrections orders rate increased under the Coalition (up 

11.0%), but by more under Labor (up 26.8%) as the crime rate peaked and 

began to drop. 

This may indicate that, at least at the macro level, a high level of community 

corrections orders — at least for lesser offences — is more effective than 

incarceration at reducing the crime rate. This interpretation is supported by 

Victoria’s short-term recidivism rate growing under Labor (up 10.0% four-

year equivalent on available data), less than it did under the Coalition (up 

22.8%). 

 

Summary: In Victoria at least, community corrections orders, 

which increased more under Labor than the Coalition, was 

associated with a levelling and recent drop in the offences rate. 

Under the Coalition, a greater increase in the imprisonment rate 

did not correlate with a reduction in offences: in fact, the offences 

rate increased. 
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Interpreting crime rate trends 

Crime is a complex phenomenon and interpreting official crime rate figures 

and trends can be problematic. Added to the nature of crimes themselves 

are the complexities of data about them. The criminal offences statistics 

used for these (and most other) analyses are recorded crime rates. 

Recorded crime rates are the result of (a) a crime event, (b) the event being 

reported to or detected by police, (c) the police filing a record in their 

recording system, and (d) the crime being correctly coded. 

Reporting rates can vary widely between offence types, and over time. For 

example, Figure 36 shows the reporting rate by victims of physical assault 

in Victoria, which increased significantly from 2016. 

 
Figure 36: Physical assault reporting rate trends in Victoria 
Source: ABS 5430.0 

Factors other than policing may contribute to changes in crime rates. For 

example, government initiatives in prevention, diversion and incarceration 

programs may affect the crime rate as much as or more than changes in 

policing policy, funding and tactics. 

A change in a crime rate must be judged on its merits, including 

consideration of available evidence about potential contributing factors. In 

this analysis we searched for and reported all items we found of specific 

evidence that helps explain unusual offence rates. 

In addition, crime rate data doesn’t reveal the proportion of crimes actually 

solved, or the speed of solving them — both important performance 

indicators of law and order performance. 
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Conclusions 

This review employed robust longitudinal, authoritative data from official 

sources, analysed with appropriate and consistent statistical techniques, to 

compare the performance of the Coalition and Labor parties on issues of 

law and order — at least in terms of police funding and workforce, and 

criminal offences rates. Findings include: 

 

Overall 

1. Both the Coalition and Labor on average over their tenures made 

strong investments in policing in terms of funding and police 

numbers — above CPI and population growth. [Draw] 

2. The Coalition increased frontline police while decreasing support 

services. Labor increased frontline police (but less than the 

Coalition) while increasing support services like intelligence officers, 

PCOs and forensics. [Draw] 

3. The criminal offenses rate increase was greater (12.1%) under the 

Coalition than under Labor (1.7%). The rate increased continuously 

under the Coalition. It increased further but less, and then fell, 

under the current Labor government. [Labor performed better.] 

 

Claims: true or false? 

1. The Labor claim that police numbers and funding declined under 

the Coalition government is false and misleading when considering 

the full Coalition term of office. [Labor: false] 

2. The Coalition claim that Victoria has Australia’s highest crime rate 

is evidentially false. Victoria is middle of the pack. [Coalition: false] 

3. The Coalition claim to have added more police than Labor is false 

and misleading by failing to compare like with like. Labor added 

more police (1,935) than the Coalition (1,895), and more than the 

Coalition pledged at the 2014 election (equivalent 1,100). 

[Coalition: false imputation. Labor performed better] 

4. The Coalition claim to have introduced more PSOs than Labor is 

technically true but misleading. The Coalition established the 

Transit PSO system for public transport (almost exclusively trains) 

and so it started from zero. The Coalition pledged just 50 new PSOs 

at the 2014 election, while Labor added 271. [Coalition: misleading 

imputation. Draw] 
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5. The Coalition claim that crime increased 10.5% under Labor is 

cherry-picked and misleading. Using the same form of calculation, 

crime rose 21.6% under the Coalition. In fact, using appropriate 

figures (rates, not counts as the Coalition did), crime has risen net 

1.7% under Labor versus net 12.1% under the Coalition. [Coalition: 

false imputation. Labor performed better] 

6. The Coalition’s election postcard mailed to voters depicted a 

residential burglary while claiming crime was up 10.5% under 

Labor. However, residential burglaries decreased more under Labor 

(down 14.1%) than under the Coalition (down 2.2%). [Coalition: 

false imputation. Labor performed better] 

7. The Coalition claim that breaches of court orders and bail create a 

“revolving door” for offenders under Labor fails to report its own 

performance. Under the Coalition, breaches of family violence 

orders increased very substantially (up 143.0%), and levelled out at 

a somewhat higher rate under Labor (up 54.4%). This is 

understandable given the recent focus on family violence by both 

Coalition and Labor governments. Breaches of bail conditions 

increased very substantially under the Coalition (175.6%) and 

dropped under Labor (13.6%). Breaches of intervention orders rose 

radically under the Coalition (1,104%), rising far less under Labor 

(29.4%). [Coalition: false imputation. Labor performed better] 

8. The Coalition claim that aggravated robbery and aggravated 

burglary have increased under Labor is true. Aggravated robbery 

decreased by 27.0% under the Coalition and increased 8.0% under 

Labor. Aggravated burglary increased 12.3% under the Coalition 

and 32.4% under Labor. While serious, these offences comprised 

0.53% and 0.58% of all offences in 2018. In comparison, assaults, 

which comprised 8.59% of all offences in 2018, increased 20.7% 

under the Coalition and 7.6% under Labor. [Draw] 

 

Further analysis 

1. In a structured comparison of the top ten offence types, 

representing 90.3% of all offences, performance (net changes in 

offence rates) for eight of them was worse under the Coalition than 

Labor: breaches of orders (e.g. bail), burglary, assault, obtaining 

property by deception, drug use and possession, public disorder, 

sexual crimes, and weapons and explosives. The two for which the 

Coalition performed better (theft and property damage) had the 

smallest net differences. [Labor performed better] 
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2. Despite the Coalition’s plan in office to address drug harm, and their 

increase of police numbers, both soft and hard drugs use and 

possession offence rates rose sharply during their government. 

Under Labor, with more police and a parliamentary inquiry into 

drug laws, the rise abated and has reversed in the most recent year. 

[Labor performed better] 

3. While not all crime is related to drugs, variation in hard drug use 

and possession offences explain 95% of the variation in all offences 

over time, and 99% of the variation in all offences during the 

Coalition government. Hard drug use and possession offences 

increased dramatically under the Coalition (up 131.2%) and 

dropped under Labor (down 8.5%). [Labor performed better] 

4. The Coalition is better at garnering the public’s general satisfaction 

with “policing services”, while Labor is better at delivering public 

satisfaction with in-person interaction with police. [Draw] 

5. We calculated that by managing custody services using PCOs —

introduced by Labor — rather than sworn police, Victorian taxpayers 

save a minimum of $7.5m per annum. [Comparative cost of 

Coalition’s pledged contractors unknown] 

We restate the importance of recognising law and order as a complex 

discipline. Multiple factors, from clearly known to invisible, might affect 

crime rates. While caution is warranted in the interpretation of one or other 

statistic, a wide-ranging analysis of authoritative longitudinal data shows 

that overall, crime statistics have fared somewhat better — or at least less 

worse — under Labor than the Coalition. 

To use the Coalition’s own metaphor of a “tsunami of crime” in Victoria, the 

hard evidence shows that the major surge of offences hit Victoria during the 

Coalition’s term of office. Secondary waves continued under Labor, with an 

indication that waters may now be receding. Only time will tell. 

Both sides of politics are entitled to put their best foot forward — to advance 

their credentials to voters. Sadly, we found both to have cherry-picked data 

and made misleading or false statements. We found that these offences 

were more numerous on the Coalition side. 

Voters have a right to be properly informed when casting their vote. We 

trust that this professional independent analysis may help them, along with 

all their other considerations, on their way to the ballot box. 
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